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NSS volunteers from MBA & MCA departments on 1st December assembled before the Admin office at 3-45 P.M. 
along with faculty members.  The team admissions also assembled for the rally.  All the students exhibited the 
play cards in their hands showing the slogans on AIDS awareness.     

    
The rally started by the beloved principal Dr C Yuvaraj.  He gave a message to all the rally participants that we 
aids is a decease which cannot be cured but can be prevented.  Prevention is better than cure.  The rally started 
with slogans. The rally started from college and it reached Angallu junction.  All the volunteers boys and girls 
followed the rally and given slogans creating awareness on prevention of HIV. All the volunteers gave slogan that 
SRI RAMA is a role model for us.  He is Ekapathnivrathudu.  He lived only with one wife. NSS program officer 
DR K V V Raju gave a 15 minutes speech at angallu junction creating awareness on the prevention of the decease 
aids (HIV).  The rally turned back to the college and all the NSS volunteers enjoyed the rally and successes in 
creating awareness among the villagers of angallu. In this event 120 NSS Volunteers and 500 students from 
various departments are participated and Angallu village 2000 families got awareness   
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Principal of MITS Dr.C.Yuvaraj talked about
 the importance of each and every individual
 having AIDS free society. While the addressing
 the gathering on occasion of world AIDS day
 He said that many were dying due to this
 disease.He explained about the support
 rendered by the state government to the 
AIDS patients. Rally was conducted from the
 college to Angallu junction as a part of this
 program and students formed human chain.


